2020 Year-End Newsletter

End of the Fall Semester

During the week of December 6th-12th, TOGETHER’s fall online classes finished!

Every week, our tutors receive training in best practices, challenges, and
achievements through workshops with guests who share expertise and advice.
Here are the topics covered in Professional Development Meetings during the
second half of the semester:

Tutor Appreciation
Our tutors have shown incredible dedication through all of 2020.
In the spring, they gracefully made the transition to online learning.

During the summer, they supported our families by continuing to
deliver classes.
This fall, they put in many extra hours as we remained online. Tutors
usually earn one credit but this semester Rob Dicarlo, Director of
Internships at SUNY Geneseo and Community Advisor to TOGETHER,
recognized the additional time our tutors put in by offering them 3
credits!
Cultures Learning TOGETHER is very grateful for the commitment of our
tutors and we appreciate the recognition that SUNY Geneseo has offered
them. Our families are also so grateful for the hard work each one of our
interns had been doing-- they are learning so much!
Elena Phillips, Anna Lynch, Karen Caswell, Walter Paskoff, Helaina
Fialkowski, Catherine Gonzalez, Susanna Dolan, Emily Cook, Amanda
Montano-Thank you so much for your hard work!!!!

See You Soon

After spending time with us as a student, one of our visiting members is going
home. We wish her the best and hope to welcome her back if she comes to the
area again!
We would like to give our best wishes to Catherine Gonzalez, Helaina Fialkowski,
and Emily Cook. New goals and new challenges take them far away from us, but

their contributions will always be a part of TOGETHER and their students will
miss them like us: very much! Thank you so much for your work and participation
in our team!!
We would like to use the opportunity to give a little recognition to Emily Cook
for her active role in the program since the pilot in fall 2018. Her beliefs and the
insight she shared will always be with us and define us as an organization:

Non-profit Team Updates

Our new website is active now!: cultureslearningtogether.org
This fall, we received the Award for Outstanding Commitment to Geneseo
Values- Award for Inclusivity from the SUNY Geneseo Academic Affairs
Committee. We will use the award money for risk management practices and
school supplies.
In November, we had our first Community Advisors meeting and we are
continuing to work together on developing risk management practices for
Cultures Learning TOGETHER.

Community Support Updates

Our work with the Geneseo-Groveland Emergency Food Pantry has continued
throughout the year coordinating the delivery of food items to several families in

our community. Since the last newsletter there have been deliveries for
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
We were still able to have our TOGETHER Bazaar this year, but it was online!
Members were able to choose from a selection of items that needed new homes
and the clothes were distributed with the holiday food pantry deliveries.
Some of our community members also have been successfully working to get
driver's licenses through the Green Light Program.

Looking Forward: Spring 2021

We believe that everything can be improved, especially by listening to our
families and tutors. Based on end-of-semester feedback, we will be making
essential updates during the winter break.
Updating: lesson plan forms, academic materials, ESOL guidelines
Developing: kindergarten and elementary guidelines, syllabus for each
student group (will be paired with student files to ensure continuity of
learning)
For spring 2021, we will try to work in groups again now that students and
tutors are familiar with the technology for online classes.
New Tutor Framework:
To offer more flexibility with internships, we are offering different
levels of credits for the different kinds of work our tutors complete.
We also have a new training system where returning tutors will train
new tutors. Tutors now also sign up to work with TOGETHER for
two semesters. This will allow us to build stronger connections and
deliver the best tutoring lessons possible!
Welcoming new members to Cultures Learning TOGETHER!

We would like to introduce three new tutors that will start working with
us: Lia Wortsman, Evelyn Naujokas, and Allisun Voyer. Their passion for
other cultures and commitment to make a difference is a perfect match
with our beliefs. We are sure they will be an incredible fit with our team
and that they will be able to offer new points of view. For that reason,
they will join us during January to participate in the update and
organization of the spring 2021 semester.
While we are not actively looking for new students due to our online
operations, if a member of our community asks for the opportunity to be a
part of our team, we accommodate our resources to accept them. For
example, this fall we accepted three new members.

Goodbye 2020, Hello 2021!

Thank you so much to everyone for your support this year.
We hope that your holidays were happy and safe and we want to wish you a
prosperous and healthy 2021.
Happy New Year!
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